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Abstract

Over the past 3.5 billion years of evolution, enzymes have adopted a myriad of

conformations to suit life on earth. However, torsional angles of proteins have settled

into limited zones of energetically favorable dihedrals observed in Ramachandran plots.

Areas outside said zones are believed to be disallowed to all amino acids, except glycine,

due to steric hindrance. Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM), a homodimer with a catalytic

rate approaching the diffusion limit, contains an active site lysine residue (K13) with dihe-

drals within the fourth quadrant (Φ = +51/Ψ = !143). Both the amino acid and the

dihedral angles are conserved across all species of TIM and known crystal structures

regardless of ligand. Only crystal structures of the engineered monomeric version

(1MSS) show accepted β-sheet dihedral values of Φ = -135/Ψ = +170 but experiments

show a 1000-fold loss in activity. Based on these results, we hypothesized that adopting

the unfavorable torsion angle for K13 contributes to catalysis. Using both, computational

and experimental approaches, four residues that interact with K13 (N11, M14, E97, and

Q64) were mutated to alanine. In silico molecular dynamics (MD) simulations were per-

formed using 2JK2 unliganded human TIM as a starting structure. Ramachandran plots,

containing K13 dihedral values reveal full or partial loss of disallowed zone angles. N11A

showed no detectable catalytic activity and lost the unfavorable K13 dihedral angles

across four separate force fields during simulation while all other mutants plus wild type

retained activity and retained the conserved K13 dihedral angles.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Triosephosphate isomerase (TIM) has been a model enzyme for the

study of structure function relationships in proteins, garnering over

199 crystal structures across 42 species.[1] The TIM-barrel quaternary

structure is shared by 10% of all known enzymes,[2] making it an

attractive system to investigate enzyme design. The enzyme is a

homodimer and one monomer of this dimer contains 250 residues,

almost 18% of which are highly to completely conserved non-glycine

residues.[1] There are three residues, K13, H95, and E167, that are

directly involved in contacting the substrate for the interconversion of

glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate (for

simplicity, numbering of residues according to the human form of TIM

are used throughout).

It has been observed that some peripheral residues work together

as a unit to support enzymatic function as I170 and L230 work

together to enhance catalytic E167's as a general base,[3] and thus

should be studied in the structural context of the enzyme. One such
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feature of TIM are completely conserved dihedral angles for catalytic

K13 (Φ = +51/Ψ = !143), which is a conformation of the Ramachan-

dran plot typically adopted by glycine.[4,5] This K13 adopts a type IV

β-turn in a “WKMN” sequence without the aid of a surrounding

glycine or proline. This relatively unfavorable conformation may have

a structural and/or functional purpose. Assuming the side chain is rigid

within the active site, were the K13 to adopt a more favorable

α-helical or β-sheet conformation then the side chain would be

directed toward H95 and away from the substrates' phosphate group.

If a loss of this disallowed angle causes mispositioning, then it is

expected that a loss in catalytic activity would occur. Understanding

the elements of these conserved dihedral features would be an impor-

tant step that follows identifying residues involved in bond making/

breaking, beyond identifying the need for a general base or acid.

Sequence-to-structure prediction programs such as AlphaFold are

becoming more accurate with each CASP (critical assessment of protein

structure prediction) competition.[6] Given their utility, these programs

will likely play increasingly important roles in protein design as they can

be used to predict or orient active site residues in theozymes. Histori-

cally, these approaches employ template-based strategies, which are

informed by structures published on the protein data bank, or a combi-

nation of template and template-free methods.[6,7] However, rare but

potentially useful features such as TIM's energetically unfavorable angle

may be ignored due to a statistically low number of structures employ-

ing them. Lakshmi et al. found only 221 disallowed dihedral angles

across the protein data bank in 2014 and concluded that these angles

played a biologically significant role 50% of the time when conserved.[1]

Here, we test this hypothesis using K13 in human TIM (hTIM).

The wild-type (WT) hTIM enzyme was selected for its high resolu-

tion crystallography structures (PDB: 2JK2). Four residues in hTIM were

selected as candidates for mutation to alanine (N11, M14, Q64, and

E97), as the four residues are highly conserved and proximal to the lysine

residue. N11 and Q64 are situated near K13's peptide backbone, while

M14 is an adjacent residue, and E97 is near the epsilon ammonium

group of the lysine residue. W12 or occasionally F12, another function-

ally conserved TIM residue was not selected due to Tryptophan's role in

protein stability.[8,9] While activity and stability can be measured by tradi-

tional spectroscopic methods, observation of the K13 dihedral angles

conformation cannot. Molecular dynamics (MD) studies were employed

to measure K13's preferred conformation upon reaching equilibrium.

Due to force field bias toward certain dihedral conformations during

protein folding experiments,[10] four separate force fields were employed

in this study: AMBER03,[11] AMBER14sb,[12] OPLS-AA,[13] and

CHARMM27 + correction mapp CMAP.[14]

2 | METHODS

2.1 | Reagents

All reagents purchased were of the highest purity commercially avail-

able. FPLC purification was performed using a Bio-Rad DuoFlow

Chromatography system and HisTrap HP and HiDesalting columns

(GE Healthcare). Spectroscopy measurements were performed using a

Perkin Elmer Lambda 25 spectrophotometer, a PerkinElmer LS-55

fluorescence spectrometer, and a Jasco J-810 spectrophotometer.

Cuvettes were from Starna Cells.

2.2 | Purification of his-tagged TIM

The plasmid for the WT hTIM was purchased from Addgene

(#50723). The plasmids for hTIM mutants were produced using Quik-

Change site directed mutagenesis and X10-Gold ultracompetent cells

(Agilent Technologies) by introducing the mutations in top EPTIM7

genes encoded on pET3a plasmids. The constructs were expressed

and purified based on the protocols described by Borchert et al.[9] and

Zhai et al.[15] Protein concentrations were determined according to

the method of Gill and Hippel and extinction coefficients calculated

using ProtPram on the ExPASy server.[16–18]

hTIM was expressed in E. coli BL21 (DE3) cells. Enzyme purification

was based on metal-ion and ion-exchange chromatography.[15,17] In this

study, the ion-exchange chromatography was omitted, with the same

levels of activity for WT enzyme purified using either protocol. Cells

were lysed by sonication and the supernatant was collected by centrifu-

gation. The supernatant was loaded on a Ni-NTA column, the column

was washed with 200 mM NaCl in 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0, and the

enzyme was eluted using a gradient of 0–250 mM imidazole in 200 mM

NaCl, 20 mM Tris–HCl, pH 8.0. Fractions containing the enzyme were

pooled and desalted using 5 ml desalting column in 20 mM Tris–HCl,

20 mM NaCl buffer, pH 8.0. Glycerol was added to desalted samples to

the final concentration of 20% and aliquots were stored at !80"C.

2.3 | Enzyme assays

Enzyme activity assays were performed at 25"C in 30 mM triethanola-

mine (TEA) pH 7.6, 1 mM EDTA, 4 mM sodium arsenate, and 1 mM

NAD+. TIM activity was monitored by coupling the assay with the final

concentration of 0.04 mg/mL glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydroge-

nase (GAPDH) and monitoring the formation of NADH (the final concen-

tration of 40 mg/mL) at 340 nm.[15,17,19] Dihydroxyacetone phosphate

(DHAP) was used as the substrate in varying concentrations and the

activity assays were initiated by the addition of enzyme at the final con-

centration of 10 nM. Initial rates were calculated and fit to the

Michaelis–Menten equation. Activity assays were recorded and averaged

from a minimum of three independently prepared samples. Previous

studies have reported a low level of background isomerization likely from

contaminating TIM in the commercially available GAPDH.[20,21] A simi-

larly low level of background isomerization was observed in this study.

2.4 | Circular dichroism

Enzyme solutions for circular dichroism (CD) were buffer exchanged

(3 # 400 μl) in 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 and then diluted

with 10 mM sodium phosphate, pH 7.5 to the final enzyme concen-

tration of 150 mg/ml.[8] A cuvette with a 0.1 cm path length was
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loaded with 220 μl of protein solution and ellipticity was measured

with far-UV scans from 185 to 260 nm. Four scans were recorded

and averaged for each sample. Reference samples without protein

were recorded and subtracted from each spectrum.

Ellipticities are reported as the molar ellipticity. The alpha helical

content determined from the CD spectra were calculated using

DichroWeb and the CDSSTR, SELCON3, CONTIN, and K2D pro-

grams.[22,23] Reference set 3 was used for calculations with CDSSTR,

SELCON3, and CONTIN (K2D calculations do not require a reference

set). Similar results were obtained for calculations using reference set

6. Spectra were recorded and averaged from a minimum of four inde-

pendently prepared samples.

2.5 | Fluorescence measurements

Fluorescence spectra were recorded in 20 mM triethanolamine pH 7.4,

1 mM EDTA, 1 mM DTT and 50 mg/mL enzyme at 25"C.[8] The excita-

tion wavelength was 295 nm and emission from 310 to 400 nm was

recorded. Background spectra were recorded and subtracted from all

experimental measurements. Values and standard deviations reported

are from a minimum of three independent experiments. The spectral

center of mass (SCM) was calculated using the following equation where

I(λ) is the fluorescence intensity at wavelength (l):

SCM¼ΣλIλ
ΣIλ

2.6 | Molecular dynamics

Starting structure 2JK2 (hTIM) residues were mutated using SwissProt

DeepView.[24] Each mutant was simulated with TIP3P water molecules

using OPLS-AA, AMBER03, AMBER14sb, and CHARMM27 + CMAP cor-

rection force fields separately for each mutant using GROMACS

2018.4.[25–27] Each structure was energy minimized for 50,000 steps of

steepest descent and then equilibrated in an NVT ensemble for 100 ps,

NPT ensemble for 100 ps, and then allowed to continue simulating for a

200 ns usingV-rescalemodified Berendsen Thermostat[28] and a Parrinello-

Rahman Barostat[29] at 300 K and 1 atm, respectively. MATLAB was used

to generate heatmaps summarizing the results.[30] The final 100 ns of each

simulation only was used for analysis. All root-mean-square deviations

(RMSD)were computed fromMDsimulations against thewhole protein.

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Activity assays to evaluate effects of
peripheral residue mutation in hTIM

The conversion of DHAP to GAP was first measured for WT and the

mutants, due to the ease in obtaining DHAP. Experiments to deter-

mine kcat, Km, and kcat/Km were conducted using the same approach

for N11A, M14A, Q64A, and E97A mutants (Table 1). To minimize

contamination of mutants with WT enzyme, separate nickel-affinity

columns were used for each mutant in purification via affinity chroma-

tography. WT activity was in agreement with literature values.[17] All

mutants, other than N11A showed measurable activity. Previous stud-

ies investigating K13 mutations that led to large rate effects (%104)

reported a low level of isomerization in the absence of added

TIM.[20,21] The isomerization was suggested to arise from TIM con-

tamination in the commercially available GAPDH used in the assays. A

similarly low level of background isomerization was observed in this

study. Comparing the velocity for the background isomerization to

the enzymatic reactions suggested that a rate effect of %104 could be

observed above the background. This suggests an upper limit of an

activity %104-fold lower than WT for the N11A mutation.

For mutants with measurable activity, all showed a less than a

two-fold increase in Km relative to WT hTIM. The M14A and E97A

mutants led to a %5-fold decrease in kcat/Km, while the Q64A mutant

showed a 16-fold decrease in activity. As noted in the introduction,

M14 is an adjacent residue, and E97 is situated near the epsilon

ammonium group of lysine. The N11 and Q64 sidechains are situated

near the peptide backbone and positioned to interact via hydrogen

bonds with the backbone of K13. The different locations of the

groups relative to the lysine residue offers a simple structural model

for the different rate effects. The M14 side chain points away from

K13 but was tested by mutation due to being adjacent to K13 in the

primary sequence. Due to the position of the M14 sidechain, mutation

to alanine is not predicted to disrupt the K13 sidechain, and little

change in activity was observed for the mutant relative to WT. The

E97 mutation could perturb hydrogen bonding and/or Van der Waals

interactions with the K13 ammonium group, but the multiple degrees

of freedom of the lysine sidechain likely limit the ability of the distal

groups from stabilizing the unfavorable backbone conformation.

Mutation of N11 or Q64, however, residues directly interacting with

the K13 backbone, might disrupt the energetically unfavorable K13

backbone conformation and lead to larger rate effects.

While the N11A mutation showed the largest rate decrease, the

catalytic role of this residue is not well understood.[31,32] As the N11

sidechain is situated within 3 Å of the K13 backbone amide, one

model is that the residue helps stabilize the unfavorable lysine back-

bone conformation and this conformation helps position the lysine

residue (Figure S1a). Analysis of the yeast TIM crystal structure in

complex with substrate DHAP bound (1NEY) shows the K13 dihedral

angle remaining in the fourth quadrant of the Ramachandran plot

(Φ = +59/Ψ = !148), suggesting that the dihedral angle is maintained

in the presence of ligand (Figure S1b).[33] In addition, the yeast struc-

ture with substrate bound shows the cationic lysine sidechain on the

surface of the protein and near both the anionic phosphodianion the

carbonyl groups of the bound substrate (Figure S1b).[20,21,33] As noted

above, Richard et al. reported that the K13G mutation (mutation of a

residue important for phosphate binding) led to a 12,000-fold

decrease in kcat, indicating that disruption of phosphate binding sub-

stantially affects enzyme activity.[20,21] It is possible that activity is

decreased for N11A due to a change in the backbone angles affecting
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the positioning of the lysine chain and the distance between the

K13 sidechain and the substrate phosphodianion.[20,21] Finally, the

previous computational and structural studies have also suggested

a role for the N11 residue in the TIM reaction mechanism.[31,34,35]

A crystal structure of Leishmania TIM complexed with a substrate

analog showed the N11 sidechain within hydrogen-bonding dis-

tance of the O1 oxygen of the substrate analog,[31] and the struc-

ture of yeast TIM complexed with DHAP shows an interaction

between the N11 side chain and the C-1 OH of the substrate. It is

possible that this interaction stabilizes the transition state for

deprotonation to form the enediolate intermediate.[20,21] Although

this study highlights the importance of N11 in the TIM-catalyzed

reaction, additional studies beyond the scope of this investigation

will be needed to further dissect the contributions of N11 to

catalysis.

3.2 | Effects of enzyme structure evaluated by
circular dichroism and fluorescence assays

While the activity experiments were the central experimental measure

of the mutational effects, circular dichroism and fluorescence assays

were conducted to evaluate if structural perturbations were detected

between WT and N11A and when compared to other mutations

tested. For the CD data sets a p-value of 0.165 (n = 4) was found

between both WT and N11A data sets in an equal variance 2 sample

t-test. The CD data sets show p-values for M14A, Q64A, and E97A

respectively as; 0.326 (n = 4), 0.261 (n = 4), and 0.032 (n = 4). Simi-

larly, the same equal variance test for the spectral center of mass

found a p-value of 0.125 (n = 10) for N11A and 0.002 (n = 4), 0.032

(n = 4), and 0.012 (n = 4) for M14A, Q64A, and E97A, respectively. A

p-value greater than 0.05 shows that there is no reason to believe the

“centers” of these data sets are statistically different from one

another, meaning there is no statistical significance between WT and

N11A mutant alpha helical percentage evaluated circular dichroism

nor fluorescence measurements. Combined, the CD (Figure S2) and

SCM results indicate that the N11A mutation does not perturb the

general structure compared to the WT. In contrast, the CD and SCM

results both indicate that the E97A mutation does perturb the general

structure compared to the WT. For the M14A and Q64A mutants, the

CD data indicate that the alpha helical content is not statistically dif-

ferent than WT for either mutant, but the SCM data suggest that the

general structure is perturbed by their respective mutations compared

to the WT. Overall, the CD and fluorescence results suggested that

the larger rate effect for the N11A mutation was not from a substan-

tial perturbation of the secondary or tertiary structure compared to

the WT and other mutants tested.

3.3 | Occupancy of K13 dihedrals in hTIM mutants
evaluated using molecular dynamics

While x-ray structures are a foundation within protein science,

they are still static images of biological enzymes. In contrast, MD

can evaluate motion. If the K13 dihedral angles are conserved

across published crystal structures, then the question remains:

How would they behave if given motion in a MD simulation? The

WT protein was simulated to as a reference for mutants of periph-

eral residues (Figure 2) and to determine if this dihedral conforma-

tion continues to be observed while in motion. Four different force

fields incorporated into GROMACS were chosen to assess dihedral

bias in sampling K13 occupancy: OPLS-AA, AMBER03,

AMBER14sb, and CHARMM27. The AMBER14sb forcefield is the

most recent AMBER forcefield optimized for three-point water

molecules, while AMBER03 has been more extensively used as an

older force field. Both AMBER force fields were incorporated into

this study to ask if there is consensus between older and newer

forcefields. While OPLS-AA was derived from AMBER force field

parameters, the CHARMM family of force fields were indepen-

dently developed. For all four force fields, hTIM retained its origi-

nal dihedral values within the fourth quadrant.

In contrast to the WT protein, the N11A mutation did not retain

the K13 dihedrals within the fourth quadrant, losing this conformation

completely during equilibration. While there is no agreement between

force fields if the β-sheet or α-helix conformations are preferred

instead, it is the only single mutant in this study to adopt alternative

conformations. Consequently, it is the only mutant to not show

detectable activity. The M14A and E97A mutants retained their ener-

getically unfavorable angles (Figure S3) across the chosen force fields.

The Q64A mutant also showed retention of the energetically unfavor-

able angle in three of the four force fields tested. While the

AMBER03 force field shows that Q64A lost the quadrant IV dihedral

angles, in contrast to N11A, the lack of agreement between force

fields suggests that bias in an individual force field may affect the

TABLE 1 Michaelis–Menten kinetics, circular dichroism, and fluorescence results for hTIM enzymes investigated

Enzyme kcat (s
!1) Km (mM) kcat/ Km (M!1 s!1) %-helical content SCM

Wild type 5.3 * 102 ± 42 0.8 ± 0.2 6.4 *105 ± 1.4 * 105 34.9 ± 4.3 347.1 ± 0.2

N11A No detectable activitya No detectable activitya No detectable activitya 30.7 ± 3.8 347.4 ± 0.7

Q64A 4.5 * 10 ± 7.6 1.4 ± 0.3 4.7 * 104 ± 2.4 * 104 40.7 ± 1.8 348.1 ± 0.4

M14A 1.4 * 102 ± 51 1.5 ± 0.3 1.1 * 105 ± 6.2 * 104 38.3 ± 4.0 345.0 ± 0.2

E97A 1.9 * 102 ± 16 1.5 ± 0.3 1.3 * 105 ± 0.4 *105 28.8 ± 0.1 349.1 ± 0.2

aA low amount of background isomerization limited detection of activity below the background level.
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results. However, the agreement among all force fields tested for the

N11A mutation suggests dihedral bias inherent in each force field

does not contribute to the results and that the dihedral angles in the

fourth quadrant are lost in the N11A mutant. Overall, the MD results

support the model that N11 is involved stabilizing the energetically

unfavorable K13 dihedral angles.

3.4 | Effects of mutations on loop one flexibility
evaluated by molecular dynamics

Loop 1 (Figure 1b) contains residues 11–16 in human TIM. There is

potential for mutation of peripheral residues to destabilize loop 1 out

of type IV β-turn, and thus affect the shape of TIM active site. For the

F IGURE 2 Heatmaps of lysine 13 dihedral angles for WT (a–d) and N11A (e–h) over the final 100 ns of molecular dynamics simulations with
their respective K13 dihedral angle's percent occupancy of quadrant IV Ramanchandran configuration. Each graph represents 200,000 plotted
structures plotted in MATLAB.[30] The color code indicates the number of structures observed within 5" x 5" sized bins

F IGURE 1 (a) Residues 11–16 (magenta) form the type IV beta-sheet turn in 2JK2 hTIM with K13. (b) Loop 1 (magenta) in the greater
context of the TIM monomer
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OPLS-AA and CHARMM27 force fields, the N11A mutation did not

show increased RMSD compared to the WT for all four force fields.

While the Amber03 force field showed an approximate 2 Å increase

in RMSD for N11A, interpretations will only be made when all four

force fields agree. There is no consensus suggesting that the mutation

destabilizes the local loop 1 structure by MD (Figure 3). Neither

M14A, Q64A, nor E97A loop 1 show increased deviation compared to

WT (Figure S4). Overall RMSD results indicate that the local structure

of loop 1 is relatively rigid despite lacking the secondary structure,

and that mutations of peripheral residues, including residues within

loop 1 do not significantly decrease rigidity.

Although the flexibility between mutant and WT profiles are simi-

lar for loop 1, that does not mean that the potential states of this loop

are the same between TIM structures. Both AMBER03 and

CHARMM27 force fields sampled a potentially different state in loop

1 for the N11A mutant after 100 ns (Figure 3). Further MD experi-

ments on other N11 mutants would provide greater context for

explaining the shift in loop 1 RMSD, but for now the shift is noted for

the future work.

4 | CONCLUSION

The WT, M14A, and E97A all retained the conserved K13 dihedral

angles and had observable activity. The Q64A mutation showed a

modest rate decrease and the K13 dihedral angles were retained in

three of the four force fields tested. A future direction will be to fur-

ther dissect the potential role of Q64 in stabilizing the K13 dihedral

angles and investigating potential biases that may lead to different

results using different force fields. In contrast, the N11A mutation had

the largest effect on both the K13 dihedral angles and activity. While

the mutation's activity could have been the result of a misfolded

enzyme, the combination of circular dichroism, intrinsic tryptophan

fluorescence, and RMSD measurement by MD show that it is less

likely that the N11A mutation overall structurally deviates from the

wild type. The M14A, Q64A, and E97A mutants exhibited structural

perturbations when observed by CD, SCM, or both spectral methods

but still retained observable activity. A longer term goal of this type of

study is to build on the results presented herein with more extensive

high-resolution structural analysis. It is anticipated that the detailed

structural analysis may increase our understanding of the sensitivity

of enzymatic activity to local changes in structure, and this may help

in designing specific interactions and/or avoiding interactions.

It should be noted that the K13 dihedral angle conservation is not

restricted to lysine: A K13M mutant (PDBID: 4ZVJ) in hTIM maintains

the (Φ = +69/Ψ = !139) dihedral angles, making it unlikely that the

lysine side chain contacts aid in stabilization. MD simulations demon-

strate the loss of the unfavorable K13 dihedral angles in the N11A

mutant. Together with the loss of activity in N11A, this indicates a

potential link between catalysis and the conserved dihedral conforma-

tion, as suggested by findings of Lakshmi et al.[1] Connecting activity

effects to the dihedral angles is challenging, but the combination of

experimental and computational results helps provide information in

this complicated structural context.

However, it could be that N11 is strictly needed for binding the

substrate phosphate group in order for loop 6 to close around the

substrate or involved with stabilizing the intermediate. Indeed, the

location of N11 near the K13 backbone and near the substrate sug-

gest multiple potential roles for this residue in catalysis. Binding stud-

ies with intermediate analog 2-phosphoglyceric acid (2PG) and suicide

inhibitor bromohydroxyacetone phosphate (BHAP)[36] would provide

additional clarity on this possibility. Additional mutations to N11 such

as N11Q, N11L, and N11H may better define N11's role as necessary

for substrate binding versus being necessary for K13 stabilization.

F IGURE 3 Root mean-square deviation of loop 1 (residues 11–16) against whole protein for WT (a) and N11A (b) TIM. Black-colored RMSD
corresponds to the OPLS-AA force field, red-colored RMSD to AMBER03, green-colored RMSD to AMBER14SB, and blue-colored RMSD to
CHARMM27
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Triosephosphate isomerase is positioned to continue the conversation

on catalytically relevant residues with conserved quadrant IV dihedral

angles. Should the link between dihedral angles and catalytic activity

be firmly established, then that would be the first step in exploring

unfavorable dihedral angles for the enhancement of theozymes.
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Figure S1: a) hTIM residues near K13 (PDB ID: 2JK2); b) Overlay of hTIM 
(PDB ID: 2JK2) and yeast (PDB ID: 1NEY) structures. hTIM is shown in green 
and yeast TIM in cyan. The measurements refer to distances between the N11 
side chain and the K13 backbone amide and substrate (DHAP). The backbone 
for residue 12 is shown but the sidechain is omitted for clarity. 
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Figure S2: Circular dichroism spectra of hTIM WT, N11A, M14A, Q64A, and 
E97A mutants averaged from circular dichroism results. Spectra for hTIM 
proteins analyzed from 185 nm to 260 nm. 
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Figure S3: Heatmaps of K13 dihedral angles for M14A (a-d), Q64A  (e-
h), and E97A (i-l) over the final 100ns of molecular dynamics 
simulations with their respective K13 dihedral angle’s percent occupancy 
of quadrant IV Ramanchandran configuration. Each graph represents 
200,000 plotted structures plotted in Matlab.[29] The color code indicates 
the number of structures observed within 50+50 sized bins.

(a) M14A-OPLS-AA 
34.75% occupancy 

(b) M14A-AMBER03 
33.62% occupancy 
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49.44% occupancy 

(d) M14A-CHARMM27 
48.73% occupancy 

(e) Q64A-OPLS-AA 
24.96% occupancy 

(f) Q64A-AMBER03 
0% occupancy 

(g) Q64A-AMBER14SB 
38.00% occupancy 

(h) Q64A-CHARMM27 
49.45% occupancy 

(i) E97A-OPLS-AA 
24.35% occupancy 

(j) E97A-AMBER03 
49.88% occupancy 

(k) E97A-AMBER14SB 
25.70% occupancy 

(l) E97A-CHARMM27 
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Figure S4: Root mean-square deviations of Loop 1 (residues 11-16) 
against whole protein for M14A (a), Q64A (b), and E97A (c). Black 
colored RMSD corresponds to the OPLS-AA force field, red colored 
RMSD to AMBER03, green colored RMSD to AMBER14SB, and    blue 
colored RMSD to CHARMM27. 
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